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Abstract

This paper reports the first measurement of the relationship between turbulent velocity and cloud size in the diffuse
circumgalactic medium (CGM) in typical galaxy halos at redshift z≈ 0.4–1. Through spectrally resolved absorption
profiles of a suite of ionic transitions paired with careful ionization analyses of individual components, cool clumps of size
as small as lcl∼ 1 pc and density lower than nH= 10−3 cm−3 are identified in galaxy halos. In addition, comparing the
line widths between different elements for kinematically matched components provides robust empirical constraints on the
thermal temperature T and the nonthermal motions bNT, independent of the ionization models. On average, bNT is found to
increase with lcl following µb lNT cl

0.3 over three decades in spatial scale from lcl≈ 1 pc to lcl≈ 1 kpc. Attributing the
observed bNT to turbulent motions internal to the clumps, the best-fit bNT–lcl relation shows that the turbulence is
consistent with Kolmogorov at <1 kpc with a roughly constant energy transfer rate per unit mass of ò≈ 0.003 cm2 s−3

and a dissipation timescale of 100Myr. No significant difference is found between massive quiescent and star-forming
halos in the sample on scales less than 1 kpc. While the inferred ò is comparable to what is found in C IV absorbers at high
redshift, it is considerably smaller than observed in star-forming gas or in extended line-emitting nebulae around distant
quasars. A brief discussion of possible sources to drive the observed turbulence in the cool CGM is presented.

Unified Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: Metal line absorbers (1032); Circumgalactic medium (1879); Quasar
absorption line spectroscopy (1317); Galaxy dynamics (591); Astrophysical fluid dynamics (101); Galaxy
kinematics (602)

1. Introduction

The circumgalactic medium (CGM) at the interface between
star-forming regions and intergalactic space contains the
critical record of gas circulation in and out of galaxies.
Tremendous progress has been made over the last decade in
establishing a physical understanding of this diffuse gas. The
CGM has been shown to be kinematically complex (e.g., Rudie
et al. 2019; Zahedy et al. 2019; Qu et al. 2023), clumpy and
multiphase, spanning a broad range in density, temperature,
and metallicity (see, e.g., Chen 2017; Donahue & Voit 2022,
for reviews). The dynamic state of the gas is dictated by
different feeding and feedback processes and is intimately
connected to how galaxies grow and evolve (see, e.g., Faucher-
Giguere & Oh 2023, for a review). In particular, the cool CGM
with a typical gas density of nH≈ 0.01 cm−3 and temperature
of T≈ 104 K (e.g., Qu et al. 2022), a nominal source of fuel for

sustaining star formation, has an expected effective mean free
path of ∼1014 cm and kinematic viscosity of ≈1020 cm2 s−1

(e.g., Spitzer 1962; Sarazin 1986). For a typical cool cloud of
size 100 pc (e.g., Zahedy et al. 2021), moving at a speed of
100 km s−1 in galaxy halos (e.g., Huang et al. 2021), the
Reynolds number associated with the gas flow is large,

~ ´Re 3 107 (see Marchal et al. 2021, for cold/warm neutral
medium observed in Milky Way high-velocity clouds),
showing that the cool CGM clouds should be turbulent (see,
e.g., Burkhart 2021, for a recent discussion on the turbulent
nature of diffuse ionized gas).
Turbulent energy can provide additional heating beyond

feedback from stars and active galactic nuclei (AGN) to offset
cooling in the hot halo through nonlinear interactions between
large and small eddies (e.g., McNamara & Nulsen 2007;
Zhuravleva et al. 2014). In addition, turbulence produces density
fluctuations, triggering multiphase condensation in the hot halo
(e.g., Voit et al. 2017; Gaspari et al. 2018). Furthermore,
turbulent mixing also provides an efficient transport mechanism
for metals from star-forming regions to the CGM and possibly
beyond (e.g., Pan & Scannapieco 2010).
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Despite the vital scientific implications, robust empirical
constraints of turbulence on large scales in diffuse halo gas
remain scarce (see, e.g., Rauch et al. 2001; Rudie et al. 2019; Li
et al. 2020; Chen et al. 2023). Here we report the first
measurement of the turbulent velocity–size relation in the
diffuse CGM around typical L* and sub-L* galaxy halos at
intermediate redshifts, z≈ 0.4–1, based on observations that
utilize high-resolution absorption spectroscopy. We show that
the observed nonthermal velocity width of individually
resolved components, bNT, scales with the size of the absorbing
clumps, lcl, according to µb lNT cl

0.3, consistent with the
expectation for subsonic turbulence from the Kolmogorov
theory (e.g., Kolmogorov 1941; Frisch 1996).

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
method adopted for characterizing the turbulence in the diffuse
CGM. Section 3 summarizes the data collected for component
line width and size measurements. In Section 4, we present an
empirical relation between the turbulent velocity and size of
individual, spectrally resolved gaseous clumps. In Section 5,
we discuss the implications of our findings.

2. Method

To characterize turbulence, a classical approach is to
measure the velocity structure functions (VSFs) that character-
ize the scale-dependent variance of the velocity field (e.g.,
Frisch 1996; Boldyrev 2002). For a homogeneous, isotropic,
and incompressible fluid, the energy transfer between different
scales is conserved. One can infer based on a dimensional
analysis that a constant energy transfer rate would lead to a
constant Δ v2(l)×Δ v(l)/l. The observed velocity variance
between different locations depends on the distance separation l
according to 〈 |Δ v(l)|2 〉∝ l2/3 and the energy transfer rate per
unit mass ò is related to the velocity dispersion according to
ò= (5/4)〈 |Δ v(l)|3 〉/l (e.g., Kolmogorov 1941). For subsonic
turbulence, kinetic energy injected on large scales is expected
to propagate to small scales at a constant rate (ò), eventually
dissipating at the smallest scale when viscosity transforms the
kinetic energy into heat. Observations of scale-dependent gas
velocity dispersion, therefore, place direct constraints on the
turbulent energy cascade in the diffuse CGM.

Spatially resolved velocity maps of diffuse gas can be
established using absorption spectroscopy of multiply lensed QSOs
or line-emitting nebulae observed using integral-field spectroscopy
(IFS). By targeting multiply lensed QSOs, Rauch et al. (2001)
presented the first VSF measurements of the intergalactic medium
at z≈ 3 on spatial scales between 30 pc and 30 kpc. However, the
measurements are limited by a still small sample of multiply lensed
QSOs (see also Chen et al. 2014). IFS observations of nearby
massive galaxy clusters have revealed spatially extended line-
emitting gaseous streams in the intercluster medium enabling VSF
measurements on scales from 30 pc to 10 kpc (Li et al. 2020).
Similarly, VSF measurements have also been reported for QSO
host halos on scales from 10 kpc to ≈60 kpc based on line-
emitting nebulae discovered around luminous QSOs (Chen et al.
2023). However, detections of line-emitting nebulae around typical
galaxies or galaxy groups remain extremely rare beyond the nearby
Universe (e.g., Chen et al. 2019; Dutta et al. 2023) and even for
extreme systems like QSO nebulae and intracluster medium the
ground-based seeing imposes a limit on the smallest scale one can
probe with IFS observations. Extending VSF studies to the CGM
around galaxies representative of the field population on scales
below 1 kpc requires a different approach.

High-resolution absorption spectra of distant QSOs provide
unsurpassed sensitivity for probing the physical and thermo-
dynamic conditions of the diffuse multiphase CGM. Specifically,
gas with different densities and elemental abundances being
photoionized by an ambient radiation field is expected to exhibit
different relative ion abundances (e.g., Ferland et al. 2017).
Comparing relative ionic column density ratios of kinematically
matched components, therefore, constrains nH and the ionization
fraction of different species including hydrogen. Combining the
observed neutral hydrogen column density NHI and the
anticipated neutral fraction of hydrogen, fHI, yields the size of
the absorbing clump along the line of sight, lcl=NHI/( fHI nH).
Through careful ionization analyses of resolved components, it
is possible to identify individual clumps of size as small as
lcl∼ 1 pc and density lower than nH= 10−3 cm−3 in galaxy
halos (e.g., Schaye et al. 2007; Zahedy et al. 2019).
In parallel, the observed Doppler line width (b) of a resolved

absorption component is related to the line-of-sight velocity
dispersion sv

los within the absorbing clump according to
s=b 2 v

los. It is a combined measure of the underlying
thermal (bT) and nonthermal (bNT) motions (e.g., Rauch et al.
1996), = +b b bT

2 2
NT
2 . Because =b k T m2T B I , it depends

on both gas temperature T and ion mass mI, and more massive
particles have smaller bT. At the same time, bNT is shared
among all elements, irrespective of the particle mass. Compar-
ing the line widths between elements of sufficiently different
mass for kinematically matched components, therefore,
provides robust empirical constraints to decouple T and bNT.
This exercise is entirely independent of the ionization models.
The agreement between the temperature determined from the
line widths of different elements and the temperature inferred
from the best-fit photoionization model (e.g., Qu et al. 2022)
also provides additional support for the robustness of the
photoionization modeling, as well as validation for the
assumption of ionization and thermal equilibrium.
Combining lcl determined based on the best-fit ionization

model for individual components and bNT from line width
analyses provides a unique opportunity to investigate the
internal turbulence of resolved cool clumps on subkiloparsec
scales and how the turbulent velocity differs between clumps of
different sizes in the CGM.

3. Empirical Data

To investigate whether a correlation is present between the
observed internal turbulence of resolved cool CGM clumps and
the inferred clump size, we have assembled a sample of
spectrally resolved CGM absorbing components with available
constraints on the thermal and ionization properties. In
particular, the data are collected from the COS-LRG program
that characterizes the CGM absorption properties of luminous
red galaxies (LRGs) at z= 0.2–0.55 (Chen et al. 2018), as well
as absorption constraints for the CGM around field galaxies or
galaxy groups at z≈ 0.4–1 identified in the Cosmic Ultraviolet
Baryon Survey (CUBS; Chen et al. 2020). In particular, the
LRGs are characterized by luminosities of 3 L* and stellar
masses of Mstar 1011Me with little ongoing or recent star
formation (e.g., Roseboom et al. 2006), while the CUBS
sample has the closest galaxies spanning a range in mass from
Mstar≈ 108Me to Mstar≈ 1010Me (e.g., Chen et al. 2020; Qu
et al. 2023) and star formation rate averaged over the past
300Myr from SFR300≈ 1.3Me yr−1 to SFR300 30Me yr−1

(e.g., Qu et al. 2023).
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Both surveys employ high-resolution absorption spectra
obtained on the ground and in space for resolving the
multicomponent line profiles of different ionic transitions.
Specifically, optical echelle spectra obtained using either MIKE
on the Magellan Telescopes (Bernstein et al. 2003) or HIRES
on Keck (Vogt et al. 1994) provide an FWHM spectral
resolving power of ≈5–10 km s−1 for low-ionization lines
including Mg II and Fe II (e.g., Zahedy et al. 2019), while far-
ultraviolet (FUV) spectra obtained using the Cosmic Origins
Spectrograph (COS; Green et al. 2012) on the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) provide a resolution of FWHM≈ 18 km s−1

for resolving transitions produced by H I and a suite of FUV
lines covering C II-IV, N II-IV, O II-VI, and Si II-IV (e.g., Zahedy
et al. 2021; Cooper et al. 2021; Qu et al. 2022). The combined
spectral resolving power and the dynamic range in particle
mass enable an accurate decomposition between thermal and
nonthermal contributions to the observed component line
widths. The broad coverage of different ions enables robust
constraints for the ionization conditions.

Figure 1 summarizes the properties of these measurements. The
observed b values of different metal ions versus H I are presented
in Figure 1(a) with data collected from four studies: COS-LRG
(Zahedy et al. 2019), galaxies/galaxy groups associated with four
Lyman limit systems (LLSs) of >-Nlog cm 17H

2
I (CUBS III;

Zahedy et al. 2021), galaxy groups associated with two partial
LLSs of –»-Nlog cm 16 16.5H

2
I (CUBS IV; Cooper et al.

2021), and galaxies/galaxy groups with multiphase ionic
transitions detected in star-forming galaxies at z≈ 1 (CUBSV;
Qu et al. 2022).13 It is clear that the observed b values spread

across the parameter space bordered by the pure thermal and
pure nonthermal regimes.
The derived T and bNT of these components are presented in

Figure 1(b). In cases where the observed b values are consistent
for elements of very different mass, only an upper limit can be
placed on T, which are shown as left-pointing arrows.
Similarly, when the observed differences in b can be primarily
attributed to thermal broadening, only an upper limit can be
placed on bNT, and these are shown as downward-pointing
arrows. As expected, bNT and T are well decoupled and no
correlation is seen between these two quantities. A generalized
Kendall’s test, incorporating both measurements and upper
limits, returns a correlation coefficient of r< 0.1, consistent
with the expectation that bNT and T are not correlated.
Finally, Figure 1(c) summarizes the derived thermal

temperature T versus clump density nH inferred from best-fit
ionization models. The dotted lines indicate constant thermal
pressure, highlighting a large spread in the internal thermal
pressure of these resolved clumps (e.g., Qu et al. 2022).
We further examine the inferred clump size lcl and its

correlation with nH from the best-fit ionization models of
individual components in Figure 2. Recall that nH is determined
based on column density measurements of a suite of ions (not
including H I) and a fiducial background ionizing radiation
field, while lcl is determined according to lcl=NHI/( fHI nH).
For each resolved absorbing clump, lcl is, therefore, driven by
the observed NHI for a given best-fit photoionization model.
Under a photoionization framework, Figure 2 shows that nH

is inversely correlated with lcl and higher-density gas is
confined in smaller clumps. If the clumps formed at a constant
mass, then µ -n lH cl

3 would be expected (dotted line in the
figure). The shallower slope in Figure 2 shows that these cool
clumps span a broad range in mass. For comparison, the
expectations for constant total hydrogen column density NH at
NH= 1017 and 3× 1018 cm−2 are shown in long-dashed lines,
while the Jeans length (lJeans) inferred for cool gas of T≈ 104 K
and density nH is shown as the dashed–dotted line. It is clear
that two unphysically large clumps with lcl exceeding 100 kpc

Figure 1. Summary of the physical properties of individual components collected from the COS-LRG (e.g., Zahedy et al. 2019, solid red circles) and CUBS (e.g.,
Zahedy et al. 2021; Cooper et al. 2021; Qu et al. 2022, solid orange triangles and solid blue squares) programs. Panel (a) displays the measured Doppler parameters
(bion) for low-ionization metal species along the y-axis and those of H I (bHI) along the x-axis. Error bars represent the 68% confidence interval. The low-ionization
lines included in the analysis are primarily the Mg II doublet recorded in ground-based high-resolution optical echelle spectra, supplemented with far-ultraviolet lines,
such as C II and O II, from HST COS observations. The dotted lines mark the two extreme scenarios of pure nonthermal broadening (top) and pure thermal broadening
(bottom for carbon and magnesium). Panel (b) displays the derived constraints on the nonthermal motion bNT and thermal temperature T based on comparisons
between the line widths of hydrogen and the ions presented in panel (a). Upper limits for T and bNT are shown as left-pointing and downward-pointing arrows,
respectively. Panel (c) displays the line width inferred thermal temperature T vs. the gas density inferred from photoionization models (e.g., Zahedy et al. 2019, 2021;
Cooper et al. 2021; Qu et al. 2022). Dotted lines mark the expectations from constant thermal pressure models of nT = 10, 100, 1000 K cm−3, suggesting a scatter of
more than two decades in the internal gas pressure among individual clumps (see also Qu et al. 2022).

13 This line width analysis was performed using H I and a subset of metal ions.
In particular, when Mg II is detected, it is given preference because of the large
mass differential between H and Mg and because of the high spectral resolving
power associated with Mg II observations. When Mg II is not available, UV
transitions detected in COS spectra are used, including C II and O II along with
H I. As shown in Qu et al. (2022), repeating the bNT and T inference for Mg II–
bearing components based on UV transitions observed in the COS spectra
alone leads to a slight increase in the estimated bNT by ≈2 km s−1 and a
corresponding decrease in T. However, the results are consistent within the
uncertainties.
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would be unstable against gravitational collapse, suggesting the
possible presence of a local ionizing source.14 At the same
time, the rest of the clumps are all smaller than the Jeans length,
implying that either they are pressure confined or short-lived.
In addition, while NH of resolved cool clumps spans a range of
roughly 2 orders of magnitude, no points are found below
NH= 1017 cm−2 (see also Zahedy et al. 2019). We discuss in
Section 5.1 below the nature of this NH threshold, and argue
that this is a physical limit as a result of clump formation and
survival, rather than selection bias.

4. Results

With the thermal and nonthermal velocity widths differ-
entiated by comparing the line widths of different elements and
the sizes of individual clumps determined independently from
the observed relative column density ratios (Section 2), we now
proceed with investigating how bNT and lcl are related. In
Figure 3, we show the measurements for individual clumps
identified in quiescent (red circles and orange triangles)
and star-forming (blue squares) halos. It is clear that larger
clumps exhibit on average higher nonthermal motions. In
addition, cool CGM clumps near massive quiescent and star-
forming galaxies occupy a similar bNT–lcl parameter space.
However, the slope in star-forming halos appears to flatten
beyond lcl= 1 kpc with the observed bNT, remaining at bNT
30 km s−1.

To quantify the correlation between bNT and lcl, we adopt a
simple power-law model

⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

( )=
g

b

b

l

1 kpc
. 1NT

NT
0

cl

We then obtain a best-fit γ, bNT
0 , and the associated uncertainties

based on a likelihood analysis that incorporates upper limits in the
measurements. We also include an intrinsic scatter σint in the
likelihood analysis to account for possible systematic differences
between different halos, including possible fluctuations in the
ionizing radiation field and in halo density profiles. We perform
the likelihood analysis for clumps identified in quiescent halos and
in star-forming ones both separately and as a whole. Given the
apparent flattening trend seen in star-forming halos, we also
perform the likelihood analysis using only data points with
lcl< 1 kpc as well as considering all clumps except for the
two unphysically large clumps with lcl> 100 kpc (see Section 3).
The results are summarized in Table 1. To facilitate
subsequent discussions, we have converted the best-fit and
associated uncertainties of bNT

0 to the corresponding
energy transfer rate per unit mass at 1 kpc according to

( ) ( )s s» = = l l b l3 3 2v v
3

cl
los 3

cl NT
3

cl. This leads to

( )= ´ - - - b5.95 10 km s cm s0
7

NT
0 1 3 2 3 at 1 kpc. The best-fit

models obtained separately for quiescent and star-forming halos
for clumps with lcl< 1 kpc are presented in Figure 3, along with
the corresponding uncertainties and the estimated σint.

5. Discussion

Our analysis shows that the internal dynamics observed in
the cool CGM show little distinction between massive

Figure 2. Distribution of the inferred gas density nH and clump size lcl for
individual components included in this study. Different symbols indicate the
sources of measurements described in Figure 1 and in the main text. Long-
dashed lines mark the expected nH–lcl relation for a fixed NH, while the dotted
line marks the relation for a constant clump mass of 105 Me. The shaded area
marks the parameter space where the size of the clumps exceeds the Jeans
length (the dashed–dotted line) and the clumps are expected to be unstable
against gravitational collapse. Note that while survey sensitivities may prevent
detections of small, low-density clumps (but see the discussion in Section 5.1),
the absence of large, high-density clumps is not a result of selection bias.

Figure 3. Nonthermal line width bNT determined from the observed absorption
profiles of individual clumps vs. the clump size lcl determined from best-fit
photoionization models. Different symbols indicate the sources of measure-
ments described in Figure 1 and in the main text. Following Figure 1, upper
limits on bNT (downward arrows) are shown for components exhibiting line
widths largely consistent with expectations from the mass-dependent thermal
term. The expectation of µb lNT cl

1 3 from the Kolmogorov theory for subsonic
turbulence is shown as the dashed line. The correlation between bNT and lcl
appears to flatten beyond lcl ≈ 1 kpc in star-forming halos. The best-fit lines for
LRG and star-forming halos at lcl < 1 kpc are shown in solid red and blue lines,
respectively. The extrapolation to larger spatial scales are shown in dotted line.
Uncertainties associated with the best-fit models are displayed in the
corresponding color-shaded area, while the estimated intrinsic scatter σint is
indicated by the bar in the lower-right corner. See the text in Section 4 for
details.

14 Both clumps have relatively large NHI with »-Nlog cmH
2

I 16–16.4. The
unphysically large lcl is therefore driven by the low nH inferred based on a
fiducial background radiation field. For a fixed ionization parameter, as
constrained by the observed relative ion abundances, a higher ionizing
radiation intensity would lead to a higher inferred gas density, reducing lcl. The
tension between the inferred lcl and lJeans can, therefore, be alleviated by
considering local fluctuations in the ionizing radiation field (e.g., Zahedy et al.
2021; Qu et al. 2023).
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quiescent and star-forming halos in available data. Recall that
the Doppler parameter b is related to the underlying velocity
dispersion according to s=b 2 v

los and that bNT quantifies
nonthermal motions internal to each resolved clump. In
principle, both large-scale bulk flows and turbulent motions
can contribute to the observed nonthermal line width. For
these individually resolved absorbing clumps of typical size
lcl≈ 100 pc, we consider bulk flows an unlikely scenario for
the observed bNT because it would imply a large velocity shear
over a small volume, exceeding 100 km s−1 kpc−1 (see Chen
et al. 2014). Attributing the observed bNT to turbulent motions
internal to the clumps, we have an empirical measure of the
scale-dependent turbulent velocity field, similar to the first-
order VSF (see Li et al. 2020), for the cool CGM over three
decades in spatial scale from lcl≈ 1 pc to lcl≈ 1 kpc.

The best-fit slope of γ≈ 0.3 is consistent with expectations
for subsonic turbulence from the Kolmogorov theory.
The estimated energy transfer rate per unit mass is
ò0≈ 0.003 cm2 s−3 at 1 kpc, irrespective of the nature of the
host galaxies (Table 1). Our study has yielded the first
empirical constraint for the turbulent velocity field of the cool
CGM around typical galaxies. In this section, we discuss
potential selection biases of the adopted sample and the
implications of our findings.

5.1. Possible Sample Selection Bias

Before addressing whether or not the correlations found in
our sample are due to sample selection biases or survey
incompleteness, we first note that components detected only in
H I but not in any metal ions are not included in the analysis
presented in this paper. The exclusion of H I–only components
(which are likely extremely metal-poor or significantly more
highly ionized; see below) is dictated by the need for ionic
absorption lines to constrain the ionization models and to
decompose thermal and nonthermal contributions.

Next, we address the nH–lcl correlation displayed in Figure 2.
Note that while survey sensitivity limits may prevent detection
of small, low-density clumps, large, high-density clumps would
have been detected if they were present. On the other hand,
Figure 2 shows an NH threshold at NH≈ 1017 cm−2, below
which no clumps are found in our sample. We note that such an
NH threshold is also seen in other CGM studies based on

absorption spectra of varying qualities and ion coverage (e.g.,
Keeney et al. 2017; Lehner et al. 2022). It is, therefore, unlikely
due to the selection bias of our sample.
To understand the origin of such a threshold, we consider the

physical conditions required for clump formation and survival. In
a multiphase medium, any density fluctuations would trigger
condensation through the rapid cooling of high-density regions
(e.g., Mo & Miralda-Escude 1996; Maller & Bullock 2004). A
minimum requirement for clump formation is that the cooling
time tcool∼ (3/2)kBT/(nHΛ) be comparable to or less than the
sound crossing time of individual absorbing clumps,
tcross≈ lcl/cs, where Λ is the cooling coefficient and cs is the
sound speed of the cool gas. When tcool> tcross, any
density fluctuations are likely washed out by sound waves. For
clumps to form and survive, tcool< tcross is preferred, leading to a
minimum ( ) ( )= = LN n l c k T3 2 s BH

min
H cl . For cool gas of

T≈ 2× 104 K (Figure 1(b)), cs≈ 20 km s−1 and
Λ∼ 10−22 erg cm3 s−1. We estimate a minimum »NH

min

´ -9 10 cm16 2 (see also Liang & Remming 2020; Faucher-
Giguere & Oh 2023). Therefore, the absence of components
below NH= 1017 cm−2 in Figure 2 can be understood as a result
of this physical limit, rather than observational limitations.
In addition, we investigate whether the strong correlation

between bNT and lcl in Figure 3 arises as a result of selection
bias. Similar to Figure 2, we note that large clumps with small
velocity widths would have been detected if they were present.
On the other hand, small clumps with broad line widths may
have been missed due to signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) constraints.
Specifically, a broader absorption line covering more spectral
elements would more likely be missed at a fixed S/N. We
generate synthetic absorption components for different ionic
transitions, including C II, O II, and Mg II, based on a range of
gas density, metallicity, and b value with a minimum total gas
column per component of NH= 1017 cm−2. For a fixed NH, we
calculate the corresponding nH for a given lcl and compute the
anticipated ionic column densities under the assumption of
photoionization equilibrium for a range or metallicity. Next, we
generate a synthetic absorption line based on an assumed b
value ranging from b< 10 km s−1 to b≈ 100 km s−1. We find
that for gas of metallicity 0.3 Ze, typical of the observed values
in the CGM (e.g., Keeney et al. 2017; Zahedy et al. 2021;
Cooper et al. 2021), small clumps with lcl≈ 10 pc (density
nH 0.003 cm−3 from Figure 2) and b 100 km s−1 would be
detected in the survey sample. However, reducing the
metallicity to 0.03 Ze, only high-column-density clumps with
NH> 1018 cm−2 would be detected.
This exercise shows that our resolved CGM absorbing

component sample is not biased against broad components with
NH exceeding 1018 cm−2 or components with NH≈ 17 cm−2 and
a modest chemical enrichment level of Z 0.1 Ze. While we
cannot rule out the possibility of missing broad, low-column-
density, and metal-poor clumps, random absorber surveys have
shown that broad components with b> 50 km s−1 are rare (e.g.,
Danforth et al. 2016; Rudie et al. 2019; Lehner et al. 2022).
Therefore, we argue that the strong correlation between bNT and
lcl is not driven by survey incompleteness.

5.2. Implications for the Thermodynamic States of the CGM

The turbulent velocity–size relation established based on
individually resolved cool clumps in the CGM exhibits a slope
consistent with Kolmogorov theory for an isotropic, homo-
geneous, and incompressible fluid with a constant energy

Table 1
Summary of Best-fit Slope of the Turbulent Velocity and Size Relation γ and

Energy Transfer Rate ò at 1 kpc in Figure 3

ò0 σint
Sample γ (10−3 cm2 s−3) dex

At lcl < 30 kpc

All 0.25 ± 0.03 -
+2.1 0.5

0.8 0.22 ± 0.03

Star-forming -
+0.23 0.04

0.05
-
+1.2 0.4

0.7
-
+0.25 0.04

0.05

Passive 0.28 ± 0.04 -
+3.9 1.3

2.2 0.17 ± 0.04

At lcl < 1 kpc

All 0.29 ± 0.04 -
+3.3 1.1

1.8 0.19 ± 0.03

Star-forming -
+0.33 0.07

0.09
-
+3.5 1.6

3.7
-
+0.23 0.04

0.06

Passive -
+0.27 0.05

0.06
-
+3.5 1.4

2.9 0.17 ± 0.04
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cascade rate. To drive the turbulence, a nominal source is
stellar/AGN feedback, which is a critical ingredient in
theoretical models to produce realistic-looking galaxies,
transport metal from star-forming regions to low-density inter-
and circumgalactic environments, and quench star formation
(e.g., Naab & Ostriker 2017). These feedback processes are
expected to stir up the surrounding medium, disrupt continuous
flows, and consequently heat up the gas (e.g., Anglés-Alcázar
et al. 2017). It is, therefore, particularly interesting to see that
no distinction can be found in the bNT–lcl scaling relation
between quiescent and star-forming halos at lcl< 1 kpc, but the
scatter is large and a notable difference between these halos is
seen at lcl> 1 kpc. In particular, while the agreement with
Kolmogorov theory implies that the turbulence is subsonic, Qu
et al. (2022) found that roughly 1/3 ( 5%) of cool clumps in
quiescent (star-forming) halos fall in the supersonic regime.
These supersonic clumps, in principle, would contribute to the
observed large scatter displayed in Figure 3. It is, therefore,
necessary to increase the sample size to investigate the nature
of the thermodynamic state of the gas.

At lcl> 1 kpc, Figure 3 shows that the bNT versus lcl
distribution for star-forming halos appears to flatten, which is
also confirmed by the likelihood analysis with a substantially
shallower best-fit slope when including data points at
lcl> 1 kpc for star-forming halos (see Table 1). The spatial
scale at which the slope becomes flattened is often interpreted
as the energy injection scale (e.g., Federrath et al. 2021).
However, caveats remain. In particular, for absorbers larger
than 1 kpc, bulk flows within the low-density gas that could
generate sufficient velocity shear become nonnegligible. In
addition, using 21 cm high-velocity clouds as a guide, clouds
larger than 1 kpc are uncommon (e.g., Hsu et al. 2011). Finally,
a detailed investigation of the galaxy environment around these
absorbers will help address whether or not the cloud size is
overestimated due to the presence of local ionizing sources
(e.g., Qu et al. 2023).

At lcl 1 kpc, we infer a roughly constant energy transfer
rate per unit mass of ò≈ 0.003 cm2 s−3, which is comparable to
what is seen in high-redshift C IV absorbers Rauch et al. (2001).
Given the best-fit densities of individual clumps from the
photoionization models, we also evaluate the total kinetic
energy transfer rate per unit volume for these clumps, r s lv

3
cl,

over the range of spatial scales from lcl≈ 1 pc to ≈1 kpc. These
are displayed in Figure 4. Despite an apparent inverse
correlation between the energy transfer rate per unit volume
and clump size in Figure 4, we note that this is largely driven
by the points at lcl> 1 kpc (shaded area) for which the nature of
bNT remains ambiguous. A generalized Kendall’s test using all
the points at lcl< 100 kpc, including upper limits, returns a
rank-order coefficient τ=− 0.36 and a p value of 99.9%.
Excluding the points at lcl> 1 kpc reduces the correlation
coefficient to τ=− 0.26.

For clumps of typical size lcl≈ 100 pc, the energy transfer
rate per unit volume is low with a median value of
∼6× 10−29 erg cm−3 s−1. In contrast, in the neutral interstellar
medium, the energy transfer rate per unit mass at 100 pc is
ò≈ 0.02–0.1 cm2 s−3 with a roughly constant energy transfer
rate per unit volume of ∼10−25 erg cm−3 s−1 over a broad
range of scales from 0.01 pc to 100 pc (interstellar medium;
e.g., Hennebelle & Falgarone 2012; Arthur et al. 2016). Despite
a large scatter, the turbulence observed in the cool CGM, on

average, appears to be significantly more quiescent than in star-
forming regions.
At the same time, the timescale over which the kinetic

energy is dissipated is relatively short, 100Myr. With a low
level of turbulence and a relatively short dissipation timescale,
it is unlikely that the gas is stirred up by recent energetic
outflows but nearby sources are still needed to continue to
inject energy into the gas. One possibility is fragmentations of
accreted gaseous streams from the intergalactic medium (e.g.,
Vossberg et al. 2019; Aung et al. 2019). Alternatively, merging
satellites and satellite interactions in galaxy halos, both around
quiescent and star-forming galaxies, are promising candidates
for maintaining such energy input in both star-forming and
quiescent halos (e.g., Tal et al. 2012). Indeed, many of these
cool CGM clumps are found in a group environment (e.g.,
Cooper et al. 2021; Qu et al. 2023).
We note two outliers at lcl≈ 10 pc in Figure 4, which have

an inferred energy transfer rate per unit volume exceeding
≈10−26 erg cm−3 s−1. These clumps also have among the
highest nH of the sample (see Figure 2). The high energy
transfer rate per unit volume implies a much faster timescale for
energy dissipation, suggesting possibly being stirred up by
different processes.
Recently, Chen et al. (2023) analyzed IFS observations of

spatially extended line-emitting nebulae around four QSOs at
z≈ 0.5–1. While three of the four cases did not have a
sufficiently large dynamic range in spatial scales to provide
meaningful constraints on the VSFs, the largest QSO nebula in
their sample exhibits a VSF that was in remarkable agreement
with the Kolmogorov energy cascade from ≈40 to <10 kpc at
an extremely high energy transfer rate per unit mass of
ò≈ 0.2 cm2 s−3. The implied subsonic turbulence in the
vicinity of a luminous QSO is puzzling. High-resolution
absorption spectroscopy to resolve individual clumps in these
QSO nebulae and to constrain the internal gas dynamics is
needed to gain physical insight into the origins of the
turbulence observed in QSO host halos. Such observations

Figure 4. Kinetic energy transfer rate per unit volume, r s lv
3

cl vs. clump size
lcl. The turbulent velocity s s= 3v v

los is computed using s=b 2 vNT
los.

Different symbols indicate the sources of measurements described in Figure 1
and in the main text. Following Figure 1, upper limits (downward arrows) arise
as a result of nonconstraining bNT. The parameter space at lcl > 1 kpc is grayed
out due to the uncertain nature of bNT. Over the range of spatial scales from
lcl ≈ 1 pc to ≈1 kpc, the energy transfer rate per unit volume displays a mildly
increasing trend toward smaller scales with a median value of
≈6 × 10−29 erg cm−3 s−1 at lcl ≈ 100 pc and 1 order of magnitude scatter.
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will also facilitate a direct comparison with studies in halos
around typical galaxies.
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